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Meaningful Dust Bunnies 

Particles of dust, reflected by sunlight, 
floated by his face, 
Fluuering and spinning with every breath 

Then he smiled but he didn't mean it 
Then he smiled again. 
But he didn't mean it 

Then he stood up, 
walked toward the window, 
opened it, 
closed it, 
smashed it with the palm of his hand, 
and killed an ordinary housefly. 

But it really was not ordinary-
it had a soul. 
This soul floated aimlessly 
into the nothingness of 
infinity 
where things are 
finite by definition. 

The soul became a particle of dust 
Fluuering and spinning with his every breath 
And the dust went up his nose. 
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October 8, 1991 
"Oxygen" 
I 
The face. 
carved by happenstance 
and shaped by hands 
meekly making 
their way around 
the sharp comers 
and dulled skin. 

carved round-
indented in spots, too 
as to rub smoothness against it, 
set off with browness--
a paradox 
a paradigm. 

II 
Mouth. 
your motion 
is to set free and 
cage in. 
limply lined 
with natural 
red--
seizing an area 
as a cat 
sprays 
a tree her home. 
peering down 
at the pursuing canine, 
emitting the tiniest sound. 

III 
eyes. 
windowless cell 
(to make ablutions there) 
screening the 
messages, 
and sucking down reflections. 
an addict of vision 
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insatiable things 
soaked into the blue/brown/green/hazel/black. 

IV 
the background-
a general 
white. a bland 
enjambment: 
eyes floating over mouth 
over face. 
space, 
cluuered by things. 

V 
soul. 
hermetically sealed. 

David P. Halpern 
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Ice Queen 

I've know men. 
I've know men colder than dry ice 
Sticking to skin. 
I've had to peel them from my life. 

My heart has grown cold like the ice. 

During the '78 blizzard, 
John made me come and play outside. 
He said the snow blustering in the wind 
Made it impossible for him to appreciate 
My artificial angel, 
So I left him and went inside 
To get warm with my hot cocoa. 

When the heat 
Made our skin unleash salty drops of moisture 
Rich tempted me. 
There was only once ice cube left. 
As I watched his eyes enliven with licentious thoughts, 
He rubbed it in slow strokes across my chest 
Until he made his malefic move. 

When we flirted over beers Friday nights in the woods, 
Scott toyed with me. 
And he put my frigid hands in his pockets for warmth, 
Craving an erotic nighL 
After that he determined his true emotions-
For my friend 

I've known men. 
Blackhearted, Coldhearted men. 

My heart has evaporated like dry ice. 
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Untitled 

The face 
of a crooked angel 
stared at his life on the table 
An idle guitar 
caressed with broken hands 
lays silent, 
polished. 
Sketches 
short of brilliance 
remain between 
the pages 
of a book. 
Speaking in tongues 
fooling no one 
but himself 
as he 
stares at his life 
on the table. 
Only perfection. 

Oct 11, 1991 
""biting tongues" 

Words--
if you could shape 
your slope 
against the body 
as if feline in nature 
and purr the humm 
of a soft heart breathing 
then you might have a home 
elsewhere than on the page or in the mouth. 
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fortresses 

I think he knows about me in the room. It's not really 'his' room 
anyway and he leaves the windows open. Every other Saturday he 
comes, leaving Sunday. The most unusually beautiful man I thought 
I had ever seen. It has been four years and I have only seen him twice. 
The second time was the last I ever saw of this person. 

We are separated by woods where I used to spend my Saturday 
mornings- watching the sun wake and stretch cool shadows around 
the leaves and branches. This is where I found them. The artist's 
daughter used to build fortresses in the hollows between the massive 
trunks. I should not make more of them than they were. Hide-outs I 
guess is better. Hide-outs with little front doors (I had to crawl on my 
belly), peep-holes, and secret passages where she stored various 
treasures: broken bottles of Jack Daniels, a record sleeve with a black 
and white of Louis Annstrong, half an American Express (gold), and 
stale gummy wonns. You can see how someone might be fond of this 
little pirate. 
The peep-holes, the secret passages-these differed form place to 

place. Yes, there was more than one and each had its own fonn and 
its own function. Quite a promising architect. Most professionals 
cannot make friends of form and function. Her signature was the 
escape exit. An emergency exit for whatever emergency might 
prompt her to a hasty exit. It was well-disguised, but always marked 
by a single bright leaf of yellow or orange or dark red. I am familiar 
with these intricacies because I took great joy in each construction of 
new and improved models. She was refining her art at a pace no 
person does these days, let alone a child. 
Two Octobers ago I fell asleep with the smell of damp earth like a 

pillow, curled up in her most elaborate retreat yeL I didn't mean to 
startle her, and I am sure that she did not mean to shriek, nevertheless 
both happened. Wide-eyed and fiery-haired, she bolted out the safety 
exit with such purpose that I was left beneath the branches and maued 
leaves as the place shifted and fell around me. Two years passed and 
there were no new construction sites as the site boss had left with her 
mother. Out of habit one Saturday morning I was in the woods, but 
I did not stop there. I walked to the small cottage on the other side of 
the trees, and I found evidence of a curious individual. 
The two windows, east and west end of the couage were left open, 

and an invitation is an invitation. There was nothing inside save the 
skeletons of the artist's unfinished works, but things were present that 
were not before and the things that were left behind had been 
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disturbed. Rather they had been organized. There was now: 

-the midsection or a beehive on the wall 
-a tangle or copper wiring in one ceiling corner 

-sandalwood bark that bad been burnt 
-three books, au split open face down on the noor: 

(1) a book on anatomy 
(2) a book on existential~m 

(3) a critical analysis or Giacometti 
-elaborate sketches: or shadows from the beehive 

: or shadows thrown by the copper wiring 
: ora hand 
: or houses with lofts, porches, nooks, 

crannies 
-a pile or leaves pushed into a corner 

-a jar or honey left open 
-thick bunches or long, red hair 

-a photograph or the architect and her mother 

It was this last item that left me without breath. Somehow this person 
is an extension of the couple that spent two quiet years here-years 
when most mothers are working and children are in school. Perhaps 
he is the estranged father. He seems to be of the same nature as the 
other two. He would be a good match for the an.isl They would raise 
and educate their child and the woman would be his inspiration- his 
muse. I spent the rest of that day, until sunset. weaving vivid stories 
of a reunion between him and the woman. I fell asleep with my head 
resting on the leaves and dreamt the most pleasant dreams with which 
any mortal has been graced. Dreams ofthis imaginary unit that might 
be considered a family, but went beyond. I dreamt of the garden they 
would keep full of red a green peppers, lettuce, pumpkins, green 
beans, and tomatoes. I dreamt of the room in which they would work 
and read: a library of books and surplus of paints and charcoals and 
pencils and papers. 
I awoke to the scuu!e of a squirrel digging in the leaves next to my 

cheek. I shot my eyes open and he leapt out the window. As I dipped 
my finger in the honey, I wondered if the squirrel had eaten and slept 
here also. I remembered that it was Saturday and slipped out the 
window. Instead of going back through the woods I went beyond this 
Cottage, stationed myself at the brink of a hill, and waited. 

He did not come on foot this time but in a pick-up uuck. He wore 
jeans and a ragged flannel shirt. His hair had grown since he was last 
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here. It was pulled baclc and green tinted shades hid his eyes. I wanted 
to approach him and ask him about his wife or however he had known 
the mother and daughter, but he went right inside carrying a small 
dufflebag. When he came back out I thought he had heard me gasp, 
but if he did he ignored the noise. He was clothed in black, and his hair 
had been sheared off his head. What ensued for the next few hours 
explained all. 
I watched him remove a large and lengthy canvas tarp from the baclc 

of the piclc-up and bring it into the woods. Thoughts raced through my 
mind making me too anxious to remain on that hill. As I crept to the 
edge of the woods I thought that this was exactly what Peeping Tom 
deserved. He's obviously involved in the occult- black clothes, 
sheared head. When I saw the reverence with which he laid the bag 
on the floor of the wood~bviously a body. I had been crouching 
and I fell on my bull at the thought of a corpse. He turned around and 
my heart did a backflip. I no longer cared what this person was doing 
or who he was or why he was so beautiful. I wanted to leave, but if 
I moved he would see me. He went back to the pick-up and returned 
with a pick-axe and a shovel. After he passed, I fainted. 
I awoke sure that I was about to be dismembered or burnt at the stake. 

He had been busy while I slept. Now there was an elaborate altar of 
branches and leaves above the grave. He then knelt and stayed that 
way for an enormous amount of time. I heard weeping and it dawned 
on me that I was witness to no occult or sacrificial rite. This was a 
funeral. I stayed hidden until the truck left and I stole back into the 
cottage. On the floor was the photograph-wet with tears and covered 
with thick strands of long, red hair. 
I remembered the hide-outs as I walked back through the woods. I 

thought of the little girl that I had frightened. The path was lit by a full 
moon, and as I walked past the grave I set the photograph on the soft 
mound of earth. A picture of the liule architect and her mother, hiding 
beneath the branches and leaves of a fortress-the one bright leaf 
vivid in the background. 

T. Patrick Rewalt 
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The Waitress 

A woman is guided in 
she slides as though on ice 
to the booth. 
Her face is badly wrinkled 
the lines run aimlessly 
like labyrinths 
deep in her face. 
Her eyes are sunken amid them 
they look huge under her glasses. 
The hands are atrophied, 
no finger is straight, 
although still capable 
of holding a fork. 
Blue, red, and purple 
thick and thin lines 
now 
under their loose covering. 
Her grey hair is 
wiry, blue, 
almost synthetic 
on her head. 
The menu shakes 
without rhythm 
as she holds it. 
Food reaches her lips 
and is ingested. 
Saliva sits on her lips. 
As she tries to speak 
it threatens to fall, 
and she ignores it. 
And I am sick, 
in my mustard yellow unifonn, 
from watching her. 
I stare up and out the window 
between the white wood 
and country print curtains 
as I pour more coffee. 
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Untitiled 

We came at twilight 
The furniture of our lives had not yet arrived 
and, so it seemed, neither had we. 
We sat in the candle-dark 
on sleeping bags 
eating take-out 
waiting for our new life to begin 
It seemed like we had a lifetime 
until the moving van came 
so we could unpack the boxes of our old life 
into the spaces of our new one 
It seemed as though we had forever 
to fit everything inside 
it seemed as though 
we could have done anything with the 
empty house stretching around us 
concealing its flaws in the candle-dark 
in the twilight 
waiting. 

SHE&i 

In night's corridors where 

Bethany Genier 

all the floors tilt exactly fifteen degrees 
We make our rendezvous of flesh and shadow. 

Take black coal and crush over it 
strawberries; leaving what pulp will lie. 

Now press it to your lips 

And know the bitter kiss of her touch 
in night's corridors where 

the walls are papered with knowing eyes 

Taste the wild tang and know the bliss; 
taste too deep and 

Black coal is the morning without her. 

Joseph Crowley 
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"Somnambulist" 

spilled out over my mind inside the entombed place, cracking and 
wincing at the sleepless eyes. their crust teeming over the lashes, 
all the odors of morning, all the pungent crackings present, like a 
certain indescribable face which only recurs and bears no other 
importance but to recur to show up like a word repeated twice 
a word repealed thrice: happy to be present, the face was, happy to 
be in the realm on deck yawning and stretching abandoning the 
cause of sleep (it was seven thirty in the morning when his eyes 
resolved they would not slap like wet lips) finally conceding to that 
upward motion of the body. sitting upright, an erect figure sketch
ily sitting on he bed as if some great black and white camera 
device were homing in watching the (angstfully) crooked cornered 
mouth lips as if there were some greatly giant undone flip of a hair 
motion type movement beating up against forehead gesture which 
could reinforce the cadence of lung work or at the very most 
supply a uniform to a stani.a. with the wheels rolling by the 
window and the thought of spraying just one solitary stream of 
cologne in the air, if only to smell something which would not hold 
nostrils captive, staring at some kind of bright orange light, hearing 
a few loosely played violins as if they were strewn about the room, 
as if they had the knowledge to lay their bodies along concrete 
and typos, as if it were some sort of hostage situation where the 
words recurred in this stifled voice on this face coming out of the 
pearly whites among the labrose and flapping voice mechanism 
fmding a certain sickness in the cuticle of a fingernail, a grand 
obsession in the length of a width, substituting an alias avoiding 
the wrinkles in the fold of a page. 

David P. Halpern 
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A FIELD DAY, I SUSPECT, FOR FREUD 

I don't know whose wheelchair it was 
Or why they left it in a supermarket 
But it was there, wasn't it? 
And with or without wheels, it's still a chair. 
And even legs that work get tired 
So I sat down in it 

Suddenly, as if on some hidden signal 
The entire human population entered 
The deserted market 
And they were very sympathetic. 
They cooed and beamed to light my cruel world, 
they murmured to themselves how tragic was my plight 
"And in one so young, too." 
They were very sympathetic to the plight I did not have. 

Please, I said, God, 
Just let them look away for a second 
So I can get up and disappear into the crowd. 
For after all, it's all a misunderstanding 
But would I be able to explain that 
To these good hearts and feeble minds? Noooo. 
They would never respect me or wheelchairs again. 

Suddenly I start moving 
And without thinking I say, "Heyl" 
And look around to see a Friendly Police Officer 
Pushing the wheelchair around the aisles. 
"Now don't worry," he says, "I won't go too fast." 
That's not what I'm worried about. 
If I step out of the chair now, he'll arrest me. 
It's a very serious crime to gain pity under false pretences. 
He may shoot me then and there. 

While I'm trying to decide what to do, 
We approach the checkout counter and the Pope. 
The Pope? It must be him. No one else would wear that hat. 
He's standing at the end of the 12 items or less line 
And for the first time I notice that around me 
There are scores of people in wheelchairs. 
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I wonder how many are stuck there 
And how many are stuck like me. None of them 
Look any too happy about being here. The police officeis 
Are picking up the wheelchairs, one by one, and putting them on 
The checkout conveyor. They are wheeled down to receive the 
Pope's blessing 
And then taken off. When they remain stubbornly unhealed 
(Which they all do, actually) 

They are wheeled around lO the back of the line 
To get another chance later. 
Suddenly, as I am lifted up, it strikes me. 
I wail until I am under his touch 
And I stand and raise my arms in wonder! 
Everyone is amazed! "Healed!" they say! 
"Healed!" Even the Pope is surprised, although he acts as if he 
expected it. 

Everyone is very happy for me 
And a few of those in line behind me look a bit more hopeful. 
I demonstrate, just to keep things looking right, how I can walk. 
And since I've been here long enough, I aim al the door 
And show how fast I can run. 

Joseph Crowley 
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The Real Man 
(dedicated to Erik, for being who he is) 

tonight 
you playfully tear me from the staircase 
in the room with the hot air 
and throw me upon the floor 
with the hands that i have seen break boards and bricks 
as easily as crackers 
i begin to cower under your cat-like form 
that glides with such nimble quickness atop me 
i begin to remember 
the other night 
long ago 
at the beach house 
and it was not you 
and i did not want him atop me 
i squirm under you 
and twist to turn away 
but you believe it a game 
you tum me to face you 
and kiss me with your gentle lips 
but it is not gentle 
because they are his lips 
and he is not gentle 
those are not your hands 
separating my thighs 
i begin heaving, my breath crushed out of me 
by his heavy weight, that he uses 
to pin me to the hard bed 
i smell his stale cologne and the smell 
of dry rot 
under my own skin 
i scream into empty ears 
and kick him off of me 
and run to the comer that he left me in 
with my clothes in a ball 
covering my sex 
crying torrents 
trying to cleanse myself 
of the smell 
of death 
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and stale beer 
and i feel his arms around me now 
and his hands in my hair 
gently combing its mass 
with his fingers 
now caressing my arms and back 
softly 
barely grazing the flesh 
and it is not him 
it is you 
and you are sorry 
and he was never sorry 
you lift me from the comer 
and bring me to the cool grass outdoors 
where there is air 
and hold me 
because i am afraid 
that there will be another man 
but you tell me there will never be another man 
because the hands that are never raised to me 
can break the body like the boards and the bricks 
and those deadly hands 
can rebuild my soul as well 
with a touch so tender 
even the cracker will feel no fear ... 
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Belfast Nationalist Part III. 

Bapped by the Roden Street Defenders 

Their Red, White, and Blue turned to 
Red, Black, and Blue. 
They descended upon his ceding body. 

"Bottle a' Stongbow." 
Philip elaborated 

(You can feel the scar through the cloth of his shirt.) 
There was a face of split fruit, rotting within the synthetics of the 

photograph. 
Pulpy mouth, 
Ache and fatigue. 

(I felt my insides twist and jump.) 
Features - abraded and distorted, 

(He used to walk the Westlink safely enough.) 

Dismay. Unjust 
"Of all people," I think. 
I know this happens / has been happening. 
It happens elsewhere, too. 

(My feelings of sickness change to ire.) 

Eddy explained, 
"While they did him, one of theirs was geltin' done by our side." 

(He took another swallow of Pepsi and passed the crisps 
to Phil.) 

Stephanie Hawkins 
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Helpless 

Wrinlcled sheets 
Smell like medicine 
Crushed under 
Limp legs 
Yellowing pillow 
Holding his head 
Up so he can see 
Can he see 
The boule hanging 
By his pale face 
Dripping 
Rhythmic drops 
Balding head turns 
Towards me 
When he hears his name 
Can he see 
My pale face 
In front of his 
Forcing a smile 
While the brown pupils 
Roll back 
Into his head 
Lids half open 
Can he see 
Me 
Trying to reach 
Him 

Dawn Trank 
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Waste 

The vagrant wallcs 
dragging his feet 
to a dusty song 
in the back of his mind 
His bags scrape along 
behind him 
entrails 
dripping their liquid 
like slugs 
He bends and picks up 
a lit cigareue- still good
then rests in a small alley 
closing his eyes 
lo dreams of waste 

Lisa E. Miller 
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Oct 5, 1991 
"The Pugilist" 

There have just been 
stumbled syllables 
set free 

as if they could 
no longer resist 
the ticking 

ofa child's pampered 
feet wrestling beneath 
a wooden table: 

a pair of feet 
so tranquil 
in knocking sneakers together, 

so strained in 
the dirt 
on their soles. 

David P. Halpern 
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Hostage 

I don't know how you 
can live with yourself 
How you can look at 
the cloth ribbons 
the medals 
the parades 

You told me of your horror 
The skies ink-black with oil, 
the bottoms of your boots clogged with blood 
and flesh, 
the bombing in Dharain, 
the scattered human limbs 
your unit gathered and tied 
to the grilles of their trucks 
claiming the Iraqis were 
scared of their own dead; 

As Wagner blared from auack helicopters 
you were discovering the mutilated reporters 
raped, beheaded, body parts hung for display; 
In the prison camp 
you watched your friend beat 
a hostage to death; 
In the city, you shot snipers. 

I don't know how you can live 
with yourself, 
Walking off the plane, your eyes were more than vacant 
they were soul-less 
a nineteen year old fuck-the-world 
hero 
priding yourself on confirmed kills 
and dying, suffering, hiding
Your own hostage of the pain. 
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A Winter's Shadow 

"We fly now." 
Whispers the angelic man 
Into my ears 
His words soft, spoken like the pores 
Of a baby's body opening to the air 
And I smell his truth 
Like shadows on the walls of a dark room 
That one sleepy eye catches 
In the middle of a calm rest 
To take him by the hand 
Would be so simple 
And so complete 
My palm riding the slopes of his very nature 
Knowing at once the soul 
Of such love 
As if I were in the waters of an ocean 
The crests of salty brine 
Lifting me into the currents 
Away and back 
To the horizon's edge 
Here come the next minutes 
Here come the days 
Time like a silent, spokeless wheel 
That falls from my bicycle 
And yet I still ride down the hill 
And when I hall upon the grass 
I do not cut my knees 
Because he is the Earth beneath me 
The grass but a manifestation 
Of his cool mist 
Surrounding me, 
Curling around me 
How many nights have I awoken 
In the grip of a stranger? 
Cold, like a body 
With some strange being 
Poking the dead flesh 
With a scalpel 
To search for some knowledge of life 
Oh, his soft words 
Revive me like the first summer's sun 
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That beautiful dry heat 
Wanning cold winter bones 
His lips now 
Searching beneath my hair 
For my neck 
The very beginning of my essence in the womb 
He can take me there 
As the hot mist 
Parts from his open mouth 
The reality of my own nakedness 
Awakening me like the first cry of life 
I press my breasts against him 
As his salient breath caresses me 
Into him I fall with such abandon 
My very ability to exist 
Harlcening to his incessant rhythm 
Here arrives the quickening 
Oh, sweet pendulum of my thighs 
Have I never known this flight before? 
Yes .. 
It was the flight beyond the ripples of my mother's love 
To feast upon the air and the Earth 
Coursing through the density of the womb 
Those wann oceans' salty brine 
Away and back 
To the horizon's edge 
And yet, now I cry 
Not in defiance against my forced freedom 
I cry into the neck with the soft skin 
With my own hot mist, 
"My gentle love." 
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Elegy 
for Trudy Villars 

ll's May. In the blue-and-white bandbox 
of SL Mary's, we all look terribly old. 
This time, the bruises under our eyes 
won't be undone. 

Grief lavish as the blossomed light 
and hard as these pews, I can't kneel. 
I can't murmur prayers with the priest. 
I can't sing. 

You got smaller and smaller. Your bones 
light as lcitesticks, your body a paper 
lantern with only your heart to flush 
and fill it. 

Kai says you have gone into a fish. 
A rainbow fish seen through a glass boat 
Free to move among the coral. 
Free to move. 

As we drive home, the light lasts 
a long time, the sky never quite 
darkening. The earth doesn't want 
to let you go. 
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